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Welcome to Introduction to Intelligence Collection and 
Analysis! 

 

Each day the U.S. Intelligence Community collects enough data to fill the Library of 

Congress—the largest repository of public knowledge in the United States—several times 

over. This raw data is processed by approximately 20,000 government analysts plus a larger 

but unknown number of contractors funded by an estimated 75-billion-dollar annual budget, 

a figure larger than the gross domestic product of some small countries. These expensive 

and critical processes—collection and analysis—are the focus of this course. Students will 

be introduced to key topics and debates in collection and analysis. Topics related to collection 

will include, open source, human, signals, geospatial, and measures intelligence. The course 

will also cover the challenges of intelligence analysis. 

 

Learning Outcomes Assessment 

 
1. Understand and identify the main 
collection sources and platforms  
 
2. Discuss and define intelligence analysis 
and how it fits into US national security  
 
3. Understand the key debates related to 
collection and analysis, such as mass 
intelligence collection and politicization of 
intelligence  
 
4. Improve public speaking and writing skills  
 

 

• An in-class mid-term and 
comprehensive final to assess student’s 
understanding of the course content  

 

• Reading quizzes to assess student’s 
understanding of course content  

 

• Two presentations on course material 
and application to real-world events to 
assess and improve student’s public 
speaking skills  

 

 

University Catalog Description 
 
This course examines the collection and analytical processes of U.S. intelligence agencies. 

The course begins with a description of the basic collection disciplines and examples of their 

application in the field. Then the course examines the processes and products of intelligence 

analysis. Students will also apply the tools of analysis, including structure analytic technique, 

to a current national security issue. 

 
Required Texts  
 

Along with journal articles and book chapters that I will provide on Blackboard, the readings 

include two required textbooks: 
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• Robert M Clark. Intelligence Collection, New York: CQ Press, 2013. 
 

• Thomas Fingar. Reducing Uncertainty: Intelligence Analysis and National Security. 
Standford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011. 

 
 

  
 
 

 

Assignments and Evaluation  
 
A Note on Grading.  
 

Please note that a “C” or “average” work is that which meets the basic course 
requirements and “Good” or “B” work exceeds requirements. “Excellent” or “A” work 
greatly exceeds the basic course requirements.  

 

Grading Scale. 

Points Grade Meaning 

450-500 A Excellent 

400-449 B Good 

350-399 C Acceptable 

300-349 D Barely Acceptable 

>324 F Fail 

 

Lateness policy. 
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All assignments must be completed on time. Exceptions will only be made in extreme 

circumstances, when students can provide supporting documentation, and/or at the 

instructor’s discretion.  

Assignments in Brief. 

Assignment Pts. % of 
grade 

When will you have to do it? 

Reading quizzes 150 30 Most classes, beginning January 27 
 

In-class midterm 100 20 March 11 
 

In-class 
comprehensive final 

150 30 May 13 (4pm-6:45pm) 

Application 
presentations 

100 20 You will be assigned the presentation dates 

Total 500 100  
 

 

Rationale for Assignments.  
 

Assignments are based on Bloom’s Taxonomy, a widely-accepted classification of 

thinking skills (see figure below). It is organized with the basic thinking skills at the 

bottom—remember, understand, and apply. At the top are the higher-level thinking 

skills: analyze, evaluate and create. Since this is an undergraduate course our focus 

will be on the foundational thinking skills (“understand,” “remember,” and “apply”). 

However, we will also spend some time engaging higher-level thinking skills, through 

in-class activities, especially “analyze” and “evaluate.” 
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Assignment Descriptions.  

Reading quizzes- 30% of course grade (150 pts.).  
To understand and remember the readings, students will be responsible for taking 
multiple choice and short answer quizzes. Quizzes will be administered most class 
sessions starting January 27.  
 
In-class midterm exam- 20 % of course grade (100pts.).  
To understand and remember the first half of the course material, students will take 
an in-class midterm exam. The exam will contain multiple choice, fill-in the blank and 
short answer questions.  
 
In-class comprehensive exam- 30% of course grade (150pts.).  
To understand and remember the first and second half of the course material, students 
will take an in-class final exam. The exam will contain multiple choice, fill-in the blank 
and short answer questions.  
 
Two application presentations- 20% of course grade (100 pts.).  
To apply and analyze course material, each student will present twice throughout the 

term. The presentation should connect the session’s readings to a recent event (e.g. 

in the last couple years). The briefing is expected to be brief, clear, and concise and 

conducted in five minutes. The instructor will assign students to brief on pre-selected 

dates. See appendix A for more details and the grading rubric. 
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Course Calendar and Guidelines  
 

Please note that I reserve the right to make modifications to the course schedule during the 

semester for logistical reasons. 

Part I: Intelligence Collection  
 

Overview.  
In the first part of the course we will cover the five main intelligence collection 

disciplines: open source, human, signals, geospatial, and measurement and signature 

intelligence. Particular attention will be paid to the applications, strengths, and 

limitations of each discipline. The first part of the course will also briefly address 

collection platforms, such as satellites and UAVs.  

 

Date Topic Reading 

January 22 
 

 

Class introduction None 

January 27 
 

 

Open source intelligence  Clark 17-41 

January 29 
 

 

Human intelligence (Part 1) Clark 45-74 

February 3 
 

 

Human intelligence (Part 2) Clark 75-81 

February 5 
 

 

Nonliteral intelligence and sensors Clark 149-59; 163-75 

February 10 

 
 

Sensors (continued) Clark 176-84 

February 12 

 
 

Intelligence collection platforms Clark 187-205 

February 17 

 
 

Communications intelligence Clark 90-114 

February 19 

 
 

Cyber intelligence Clark 121-43 

February 24 

 
 

Geospatial intelligence Excerpts from 5 Disciplines: 
127-44 (on Blackboard) 
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February 26 
 

 

Measurement and signature intelligence:  
Materials sampling  

 

Clark 395-412 

March 2 
 

 

Measurement and signature intelligence: 
biological sampling 

Clark 413-27 

March 4 

 
 

Materiel acquisition  Clark 431-445 

March 9 

 
 

Intelligence collection management Clark 447-68 

March 11 

 
 

In-class midterm None 

 

 

Part II: Intelligence Analysis and Controversies 
 
Overview.  

The second half of the course begins with an investigation of the bulk intelligence 

collection controversy. We will then delve into intelligence analysis, the process of 

transforming raw or semi-finished intelligence into knowledge for national security 

decision making. We begin with a discussion of how uncertainty impacts intelligence 

analysis along with a brief discussion of careers in intelligence analysis. Next, we will 

cover its main functions, focusing on how analysts can identify opportunities for 

decision makers and help them think about future events. We will also discuss 

intelligence politicization.  

 

Date Topic Reading 

March 23 

 
 

Controversy background: mass data 

collection and surveillance  

Watch Snowden’s TED 

interview: 
https://bit.ly/2stf3uy and 

NSA response: 

https://bit.ly/35fDDfs 
 

March 25 

 
 

Mass data collection and surveillance debate Fill out debate sheet 

March 30 

 
 

Intelligence analysis overview 1 Fingar chapter 1 

April 1 

 
 

Intelligence analysis overview 2  

 
 

Fingar chapter 2 

https://bit.ly/2stf3uy
https://bit.ly/35fDDfs
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April 6 

 
 

Job of the analyst  Fingar chapter 3 

April 8 
 
 

Analytical simulation Peterson, “What I 
Learned…” (on Blackboard) 

April 13 
 
 

Identifying opportunities Fingar chapter 4 

April 15 
 
 

Estimative analysis Fingar chapter 5 

April 20 
 
 

When analysis fails 1 Fingar chapter 6 
(page numbers TBA) 

April 22 
 
 

When analysis fails 2  Fingar chapter 6 
(page numbers TBA) 

April 27 Controversy background: Politicization of 
intelligence in the Trump-era 
 

Read CIA Director Brennan’s 
op-ed: 

https://wapo.st/2QzklN4 and 

Lawfare blog 
https://bit.ly/36epAZ7 

 

April 29 Politicization of intelligence in the Trump-era  
 
 

Fill out debate sheet 

May 4 
 

 

Final exam review --------- 

May 13 
(4pm-

6:45pm) 

In-class final exam --------- 

 

Communication. 
Please note that I will only use your UTEP email to communicate with you.  

 
General expectations. 

Students are encouraged to take an active and engaged orientation to their own 
learning. Ultimately, the more students put into the process, the more they will learn. 
The following guidelines will create a comfortable and productive learning environment 
throughout the semester.1 

 

 
1 This section is a reproduced and modified version provided by the Elderly Center for Teaching 
Excellence and Educational Innovation at Carnegie Mellon University: 
https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/designteach/design/syllabus/samples-policiesexpectations/ 

https://wapo.st/2QzklN4
https://bit.ly/36epAZ7
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You can expect me: 

• To start and end class on time as well as provide you with an interactive and 
interesting class 

• To reply to e-mails within 24 hours on weekdays and 48 hours on weekends. When I 
am traveling, I will respond in 48 hours.  

• To assign coursework and reading that adequately covers the material and meets 
the learning objectives of the course while adhering to the time expectations for the 
course. 

• To give a midterm and final exams that accurately reflect the material covered in 
class.  

 
I can expect you: 

• To come to class on time and to not take unnecessary and frequent breaks during 
class (this is distracting for all of us) 

• To stay engaged during class sessions (e.g. refrain from unnecessary and unrelated 
use of electronic devices during class) 

• To spend an adequate amount of time on the coursework each week, making an 
effort to understand the content. 

• To seek help when you need it.  

 

Academic Integrity Statement.  
Students are expected to uphold the highest standards of academic integrity. Any form 
of scholastic dishonesty is an affront to the pursuit of knowledge and jeopardizes the 
quality of the degree awarded to all graduates of UTEP. Any student who commits an 
act of scholastic dishonesty is subject to discipline. Scholastic dishonesty includes, 
but is not limited to cheating, plagiarism, collusion, the submission for credit of any 
work or materials that are not attributable in whole or in part to another person, taking 
an examination for another person, any act designed to give unfair advantage to a 
student or the attempt to commit such acts. For more information, see: the Office of 
Student Conduct and Conflict Resolution’s website: https://www.utep.edu/student-
affairs/osccr/  
 

 
Student Disability Services Statement.  

The course instructor will make any reasonable accommodations for students with 
limitations due to disabilities, including learning disabilities. Please contact me 
personally in the first week of class, to discuss any special needs you might have. If 
you have a documented disability and require specific accommodations, you will need 
to contact the Center for Accommodations and Support Services (CASS) in the East 
Union Bldg., Room 106 within the first two weeks of classes. The CASS Office can 
also be reached in the following ways:  
Website: http://sa.utep.edu/cass/  
Phone: (915) 747-5148 voice or TTY Fax: (915) 747-8712 E-Mail: cass@utep.edu 

 

 

mailto:cass@utep.edu
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Appendix: Application Presentation  
 
Directions.  

Each student will conduct two presentations throughout the term that connect the 
session’s readings to a recent (e.g. in the last couple years, ideally in the last few 
months) world event. The presentation is expected to be brief, clear, and concise and 
conducted in five minutes or less (points may be deducted for short or long briefs). 
The instructor will randomly assign students to brief on pre-selected dates.  
 
The brief will contain three parts. First, the student will introduce himself/herself and 
provide the bottom-line up front (BLUF) (the main point) of the presentation in the 
opening minute. Then the student will spend approximately three minutes providing 
the substance of the news event and how it relates to the session’s reading 
material. In other words, you must follow the basic form of an intelligence briefings:  
✓ Tell them what you’re going to tell them  

✓ Tell them  

✓ Tell them what you told them  
 
Students should follow this basic script for their opening and closing remarks: 

 
Good afternoon, I’m [your name]. My application presentation will be focusing on [name of 
event]. 
 
This [name of event] is important and/or relates to today’s topic, [name of the class 
session’s topic] for the following reasons: 1) [insert one sentence describing importance of 
the event]; 2) [insert one sentence describing importance of the event]; and 3) [insert one 
sentence describing importance of the event]. 
 
--[The following 3-4 minutes will discuss each of these reasons]— 
 
This concludes my presentation on [name of event]. Today I’ve covered a few reasons why 
this event is important to today’s topic. Those reasons are [list the reasons why the event 
is important]. 
This concludes my presentation. Are there any questions or comments? 
 

 

Students must use PowerPoint with their brief. Slides should be simple, error-free, have 
succinct phrases (no paragraphs) and have no more than 5 bullets. Students should use no 
more than four slides.  
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Some important “Dos” and “Don’ts” that separate excellent from average and below average 

presentations: 

 

Do Don’t 

Stay within the time limit  Run over the time limit  
Have a clear statement of your main point 
(test: you can put it in two sentences)  

Have an unclear statement of your main 
point  

Stay focused on your main point  Stray from your main point  
Practice your brief at least five times  Never practice your brief  
Tie the course content to the event  Talk about course material or event in 

insolation of one each other  
Use short 7-10 word phrases on slides and 
only pictures that help make your point  

Copy and paste passages to your slides and 
add unnecessary pictures  

Use verbal signposts (“in conclusion”)  Meander from point to point without guiding 
the audience  

 

Evaluation. 

Each bi-weekly oral brief is worth 50 points (the briefs are worth 100 points out of the 

total 500 points).  


